The Heritage Theater Bar is a passive LCR sound bar that blends the acoustics and classic, nostalgic design legacy of founder Paul W. Klipsch with the most premium materials and latest technologies available today. Assembled in the USA, the Heritage Theater Bar is the perfect combination of sonic performance and architectural elegance. Customizable Heritage Theater Bars range in width from 49.5” to 80”.

### Design and Made in the USA
Using Domestic and Imported Components

The Heritage Theater Bar utilizes furniture grade wood veneer and is available in American Walnut, Satin Black Ash, Natural Cherry, Distressed Oak, Primed White (ready to paint) and Raw Ash Wood (ready to stain).

### Finish Options

- American Walnut
- Satin Black Ash
- Natural Cherry
- Distressed Oak
- Primed White (ready to paint)
- Raw Ash Wood Veneer (ready to stain)

### Specifications Per L/C/R Channel

- **Frequency Response**: 95Hz - 20kHz +/- 3 dB, -10dB @ 75Hz
- **Sensitivity**: 92dB @ 2.83V/1M
- **Maximum Continuous Output**: 108 dB (114 dB peak)
- **Power Handling (Nom./Peak)**: 75W / 300 W
- **Rec. Amplifier Power**: 50W - 150W
- **Nominal Impedance**: 8 ohms compatible
- **Crossover**: 2,800 Hz

#### High Frequency Driver

- 3/4” (19cm) titanium diaphragm compression driver mated to a 90° x 90° Tractrix® horn

#### Low Frequency Driver

- Dual 4” (10.2cm) black Cerametallic™ woofers

### Enclosure Material

- MDF

### Enclosure Type

- Sealed Box

### Inputs

- Spring-loaded input terminals (left, center, right)

### Height

- 6.25” (15.9cm)

### Width

- 49.5” (125.7cm) - 80” (203.2cm)

### Depth

- 4” (10.2cm)

### Weight

- 26 lbs. (11.8kg)

### Accessories

- Low-profile wall hanging bracket and wall mounting template

### GRILLE OPTIONS

- Black Knit
- Taupe Knit
- Gray Knit
- Cream Knit

### FURNITURE GRADE WOOD VENEERS

The Heritage Theater Bar features a built-in rail mounting system that, when combined with the wall-mount cleat (included), provides a wall-mounting system that is only 1/4” deep. The built-in mounting rail allows the theater bar to be easily centered with a wall-mounted TV.

### Low-Profile Wall Mounting System

The Heritage Theater Bar features a built-in rail mounting system that, when combined with the wall-mount cleat (included), provides a wall-mounting system that is only 1/4” deep. The built-in mounting rail allows the theater bar to be easily centered with a wall-mounted TV.

### Strong, Flexible, Removable Grille

Attaches magnetically for an elegant transition from powerful showstopper to discreet performance piece.

### 90° x 90° Tractrix® Horn

Our exclusive Tractrix® Horn technology and titanium tweeters deliver the most impressive high-end response and greatest extension, while enhancing imaging and dynamics. This creates the cleanest, most natural sound possible.

### Linear Travel Suspension (LTS) Tweeters

Linear Travel Suspension minimizes distortion for enhanced, detailed performance. LTS tweeters have been a hallmark for Klipsch, making it a core component of some of the best speakers in the world.

### Spun Cerametallic™ Woofers

Cerametallic woofers represent the pinnacle of Klipsch driver design, maintaining exceptional rigidity and lightweight construction for minimal cone breakup and distortion. When paired with the Tractrix® horn-loaded LTS tweeter, it provides speaker efficiency highest in its class.

**SEE YOUR KLIPSCH DEALER FOR DETAILS**

All specifications are subject to change without notice. Klipsch and Tractrix are registered trademarks of Klipsch Group, Inc. A wholly-owned subsidiary of Voxx International Corporation.